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Abstract: Forested areas are extremely vulnerable to disasters leading to
environmental destruction. Forest Fire is one among them which requires
immediate attention. There are lot of works done by authors where Wireless
Sensors and IoT have been used for forest fire monitoring. So, towards
monitoring the forest fire and managing the energy efficiently in IoT, Energy
Efficient Routing Protocol for Low power lossy networks (E-RPL) was devel-
oped. There were challenges about the scalability of the network resulting in a
large end-to-end delay and less packet delivery which led to the development
of Aggregator-based Energy Efficient RPL with Data Compression (CAA-
ERPL). Though CAA-ERPL proved effective in terms of reduced packet
delivery, less energy consumption, and increased packet delivery ratio for
varying number of nodes, there is still challenge in the selection of aggregator
which is based purely on probability percentage of nodes. There has been
research work where fuzzy logic been employed for Mobile Ad-hoc Routing,
RPL routing and cluster head selection in Wireless Sensor. There has been no
work where fuzzy logic is employed for aggregator selection in Energy Effi-
cient RPL. So accordingly, we here have proposed Fuzzy Based Aggregator
selection in Energy-efficient RPL for region thereby forming DODAG for
communicating to Fog/Edge. We here have developed fuzzy inference rules for
selecting the aggregator based on strength which takes residual power, Node
degree, and Expected Transmission Count (ETX) as input metrics. The Fuzzy
Aggregator Energy Efficient RPL (FA-ERPL) based on fuzzy inference rules
were analysed against E-RPL in terms of scalability (First and Half Node
die), Energy Consumption, and aggregator node energy deviation. From the
analysis, it was found that FA-ERPL performed better than E-RPL. These
were simulated using MATLAB and results.
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1 Introduction

Forest Fire has an enormous impact on natural losses that cause serious damage to the flora and
fauna. Most of the fires are happening in seasonal periods. The common reason for the fire is due
to land dryness, soil erosion, deviations in temperature, less moisture, etc. There are lots of initiatives
taken by forest management to monitor all these activities remotely and provide appropriate control
action [1]. Internet of Things could provide a solution with the escalation of support for forest fires,
making tactical decisions for firefighting, and identify areas for post-fire restoration and rehabilitation
activities [2]. Applications that are specific to environment monitoring need development by the way
of better-enhanced routing in Low Power Lossy Networks (LLNs). Through continued development,
the Internet of Things has broadened its application range; it has a wider range of applications in
real-time location identification [3], data fusion [4], robot path tracking [5], event identification [6],
etc. Routing over Low Power Lossy Network (ROLL) Working Group in the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) has proposed a routing protocol for low power lossy networks (RPL). RPL [7] is
built using an objective function of the nodes to form a destination-oriented directed acyclic graph
(DODAG). The objective function used in routing protocol for low power lossy network (RPL) rank
calculation usually depends on hop count. The limitation of the traditional RPL is that it takes ETX
metric only to choose the parent node for the DODAG formation.

In terms of Forest fire monitoring where the energy of nodes is scarce, Energy-efficient RPL (E-
RPL) [8] has been developed. E-RPL takes energy along with ETX as the objective function. The
RANK of the node determines the strength of the parent node. Due to the scalability of E-RPL,
the network experiences a large end-to-end delay and the delivery of packets is limited. Furthermore,
sensor nodes consume more energy with increasing transmission range. To overcome the drawbacks in
E-RPL, compressed data aggregation and energy-based RPL routing (CAA-ERPL) [9] was proposed.
The aggregation scheme has been proposed for balancing the load, minimizing the delay, improving the
scalability of the network, and reducing the power consumption. In addition to aggregation, the data
compression is also included at the aggregator for reducing the number of packets to be transmitted to
Border Router and in turn, optimize the power consumption. Though CAA-ERPL resulted in better
performance with aggregator selection and data compression, the selection of aggregator is based on
the probability percentage of nodes only. Fuzzy logic comes in handy which provides flexibility for
reasoning.

Fuzzy logic been used for routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Network and RPL. Also, fuzzy mechanism
been used in selection of cluster head in Wireless Sensor based on multiple input metrics. There has
been no work where fuzzy logic used for selection of aggregator in Energy Efficient RPL. So, we here
have proposed Fuzzy Based Aggregator selection in Energy-efficient RPL for IoT-Fog based forest
Fire Monitoring where 6lowpan sensor nodes are deployed. In this work, the Fuzzy mechanism is
used in the selection of aggregators in the region. This is based on input variables which are ETX,
Node degree, and Energy of nodes towards forming fuzzy sets for mapping to output variable which
is the aggregator strength. The major contributions of work are as follows:

� Aggregator selection based on Fuzzy mechanism
� Formulation of Fuzzy Inference Rules for Aggregator Selection
� Formulation of Aggregation Ratio for data aggregation
� Validation of FA-ERPL against E-RPL in terms of Network Life, Energy consumption, and

Energy deviation of aggregators

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discussed related works relevant to the
proposed research work. Section 3 discusses the proposed Fuzzy Aggregator based RPL (FA-RPL).
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Section 4 discusses the simulation setup. Section 5 gives the Results and Analysis of FA-ERPL vs.
Energy Efficient RPL (E-RPL). Section 6 gives the conclusion and future work.

2 Literature Survey

There are lot of works going on in IoT-based applications to save energy with the help of
aggregation of data [10], efficient clustering and routing of packets [11,12], data compression [13],
reducing the communication delay [14], etc. Most of the existing protocols and techniques are targeted
towards efficient routing for the improvement in the network lifetime. An energy-saving routing
procedure is required in forest management to improve network performance. A wide range of
techniques related to IoT-based routing in an energy-constrained environment are discussed below.
Agarwal et al. proposed a two stage probabilistic fuzzy based routing protocol for the mobile ad-
hoc network applications [15]. In the first stage the protocol identifies the possibility of all the paths
between source and the destination. Out of all the possible paths, the best path is selected via fuzzy
controller by implementing the fuzzy rules on the path parameters. The challenge here is the route
selection is done for the static nodes only. The protocol is simulated and analyzed by using NS-2.

Cluster-based routing is undertaken by LLN [16]. The entire network is divided into multiple
clusters of unequal size, and the cluster head is chosen according to the residual energy of each node.
Cluster Head is responsible for the data aggregation. Since there is no aggregation of data packets
in Contiki RPL, the protocol is implemented in Contiki and compared with RPL on the basis of
scalability and lifetime. The limitations of the work are pertaining to the delay created by the control
messages.

In [17], the authors used a composite metric to evaluate the best path for all the nodes in the
network. Parent nodes are selected via energy and link quality of the node. All nodes do participate
in the DODAG and finally, the data reaches the border router. The performance of the protocol is
compared with RPL in terms of packet delivery ratio. The main challenge in the work is that there
is no data aggregation imposed on the node which makes all the nodes in the network participate in
the DODAG which increases the communication delay. Kamgueu et al. have considered composite
metrics for the RANK function calculation towards DODAG formation in RPL [18]. The authors
have used delay and ETX metrics to specify the QoS output by employing a fuzzy mechanism. The
energy of the node is also considered to find the best parent for the DODAG. The work is suitable for
both network energy distribution and packet reception rates. The authors here have not considered
the latency and jitter for routing.

In [19], Bhandari et al. proposed a priority-based aggregation and on-demand-based channel
access. Data packets are efficiently aggregated by using the preemptive queuing model where high
priority and low priority queues are sorted before being forwarded to the gateway. Several agglomer-
ation schemes are proposed for sensor data collection. The challenge in this work is that the routing
in the channel is not discussed. Verma et al. proposed a framework for an energy-optimized network
environment [20]. The protocol called sleep-based scheduling consists of two stages. By using a meta-
heuristic approach called Tunicate Swarm optimization algorithm, intermediate heads are selected.
Parameters such as node energy, time delay, network average energy, node proximity are taken for the
fitness function to choose the appropriate region heads. Second stage deals with the sleep scheduling
implementation of the closely located nodes. The main advantage of the sleep mode is to abate the total
number of transmissions. The challenge in this paper is that physical obstacles, high temperatures are
not considered during real-time implementation.
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Shakya et al. established a modification in the objective function to develop a path for smart
metering applications [21]. ETX and lifetime are considered as metrics to calculate the rank of the
node for DODAG formation. The authors here have considered only ETX and lifetime only which is
a challenge. The other parameters like Energy, link quality is not considered for DODAG formation.
Mehra et al. [22] proposed a methodology called balanced cost Cluster Head selection algorithm that
considered residual energy, proximity to sink, and density of the node in its vicinity as inputs to a
fuzzy inference system. The probability is assigned to each sensor node as per the fuzzy membership
rule for choosing the best candidate for the coordinator role that ensures load balancing. The sink
node receives more information and the frequency with which information is forwarded increases.
The residual energy per round is higher as compared to the LEACH protocol. For proving the
performance of the protocol, the authors compared it with basic LEACH protocol only. Tom et
al. [23] have proposed an aggregator-based RPL for IoT–Fog-based power distribution system. The
aggregator is selected based on ETX as an objective function among smart meters for communication
by forming DODAG. The challenge in this work is that CPU utilization, number of parent changes,
and QoS metric are not taken into consideration. Additionally, only ETX was taken for aggregator
selection in forming the DODAG, and other metrics were not considered. Energy Efficient RPL
for IoT-Fog based Forest fire monitoring takes energy along with ETX as an objective function for
DODAG formation and communicate to Parent Node. The challenge in E-RPL is that the network
experienced large end-to-end delays and less packet delivery. Also, the 6lowpan nodes here consume
more energy with increasing transmission ranges. CAA-ERPL is an improvement over E-RPL where
aggregator selected randomly for forest region. The aggregator is selected by taking energy and ETX as
objective functions towards forming DODOAG for communication to Parent Node. In addition, data
compression is done at the aggregator for reducing the number of packets transmitted to the Border
router resulting in optimized power consumption. This work resulted in load balancing, minimized
delay, improvisation in network scalability, and reduction in energy consumption. The challenge in
this work is that aggregator selection is based on probabilistic values only. The selection of aggregator
has not taken any composite metric in framing decision rules for deciding the aggregator strength for
efficient routing.

So based on the literature reviewed, it is clear that there has been some considerable work done
in terms of routing and aggregation in RPL for extending the network lifetime, increased packet
delivery ratio, and improved reliability. So, towards routing in a resource-constrained environment
like forest, energy Efficient RPL was proposed. The energy Efficient RPL has been improvised by
introducing the concept of aggregator and data compression in a resource-constrained environment.
The aggregator selection was based on energy and ETX towards forming DODAG for routing. The
challenge in the above-mentioned work is that the aggregator used for energy-efficient routing was
purely based on the probabilistic percentage of nodes in the region towards forming DODAG. The
selection of aggregator cannot be based purely on the probabilistic percentage of nodes and usage of
fuzzy logic can be effective. Fuzzy helps in deciding on strength of the aggregator which is based on
fuzzy inference rules. There has been work where fuzzy mechanism has been used for routing in Mobile
Ad-hoc Network and RPL. Also, fuzzy mechanism been used in selection of cluster head in Wireless
Sensor based on multiple input metrics. So based on the above-mentioned drawbacks in RPL routing
in resource constrained environment and usage of fuzzy mechanisms in RPL routing and Wireless
Sensor for cluster head selection, we here have proposed Fuzzy based Aggregator selection in Energy
Efficient routing in RPL which is novel . The details are discussed in the forthcoming section.
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3 Fuzzy Based Aggregator Selection for IoT–Fog-Enabled Forest Region

IoT-Fog-enabled Forest fire network require timely delivery of information of the highest quality
and minimal latency towards the analysis of real-time data captured from environmental sensors
for action. These IoT-Fog-based systems are deployed with 6lowpan sensors which are resource-
constrained in terms of energy. In applications like forest fire, energy-efficient routing is very important
for real-time analysis and action. So, towards this, RPL routing protocol devised by ROLL working
group for 6lowpan network been modified as Energy Efficient RPL (E-RPL) by taking energy and
ETX as metrics. The challenge in E-RPL is that the network experiences large end-to-end delay and
less packet delivery. Also, the 6lowpan nodes here consume more energy with increased transmission
range. So, towards obviating the above-mentioned drawbacks, Aggregator-based Energy Efficient
RPL with data compression (CAA-ERPL) has been developed which is an improvement over E-
RPL. The aggregator in this algorithm is selected by taking Energy and ETX as metrics for forming
DODAG with 6lowpan sensor nodes. The aggregator is responsible for compressing the data received
from sensor nodes and forming DODAG with other aggregators for routing data to Fog/Edge for
analysis. This work resulted in load balancing, minimized delay, improvisation in network scalability,
and reduction in energy consumption.

In all the above-mentioned work, energy and ETX have been used as metrics for aggregator
selection. The selection of aggregators was based purely on probabilistic values of sensor nodes. There
has been no usage of composite metrics in framing the rule-based system in the selection of aggregators
based on its strength. This would result in more optimized routing. Literature shows that Fuzzy based
mechanism has been used in RPL routing based on metrics like energy, delay, and so forth. There has
also been work reported where Fuzzy mechanism used in Wireless sensor for Cluster head selection.
But for the selection of aggregators in RPL for energy-efficient routing, there has been no work
reported so far where fuzzy-based rules have been framed for the selection of aggregators based on
multiple metrics. So accordingly, we here have proposed a Fuzzy Based Aggregator Energy Efficient
RPL (FA-ERPL) where the forest region is divided into regions. Aggregators are selected for each
region in the forest area by using Fuzzy Logic (FL). Aggregations of sensor data are done by the
powerful aggregator nodes and routing of the aggregated packets are done by Energy-based RPL (E-
RPL) in IoT enabled network. Since the energy of the nodes is highly essential in remote applications,
the selection of the aggregator and the routing path is subjective to an energy-constrained environment.
Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed work.

3.1 Fuzzy Based Aggregator Energy Efficient RPL Work Flow

The proposed protocol is framed in three stages. The first stage is node distribution where the
uniform distribution of sensor nodes is deployed in the forest region. The second stage is the splitting
of the sensing region into multiple sub-regions. For every sub-region, an aggregator is selected using
Fuzzy logic. The third stage deals with energy-based RPL (E-RPL) where all aggregator nodes form a
DODAG using energy as an objective function and communication is done via the routing path. The
overall implementation of the proposed FA-ERPL is detailed in Fig. 2 which is outlined below.
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Figure 1: Architecture framework

Figure 2: FA-ERPL protocol architecture
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3.2 Energy Model

Lots of models already exist for energy consumption. In many of the earlier works, the radio
energy model for free space is utilized. The energy consumption for the transmitter part and energy
needed for reception are given below in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively.

ETX (l, d) = l ∗ Eele + l ∗ efs ∗ d2 (1)

Erx (l, d) = l ∗ Eele (2)

Eele = Energy consumption/bit in transceiver circuit.

efs = Energy degenerated/bit in RF amplifier

3.3 Optimal Aggregator Selection Using Fuzzy Logic

To enable the efficient transmission of data, it is essential to include data aggregation at inter-
mediate nodes in the network design itself. In the proposed FA-RPL protocol, the data aggregation
makes the collected sensor data to 15% aggregation ratio before it is sent to the border router [24].
The aggregator selection using fuzzy logic for each region is briefed in Algorithm 1. After selecting the
aggregators DODAG formation is done as specified in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1: Selection of Fuzzy Aggregator
Input: Network Area, Regions, Node parameters
Output: Optimal aggregator using Fuzzy

1. Initial Stage
a. Calculate the ETX for all sensor nodes in the region.
ETX = 1/(DFtrans ∗ DFack)
DFtrans-Probability of data frame transmission
DFack-Probability of successful acknowledgements
b. Calculate the node degree for all sensor nodes.
NDi = |N(i)|
N = cardinality of the set of neighbors
c. Calculate the residual power of all the sensor nodes to participate in the fuzzy

election.
2. Mapping Stage

a. Specify the linguistic values for all the three input variables ETX, Node degree, Residual
Power.

b. Map accordingly the crisp values for all the linguistic values.

c. Similarly, map for fuzzy output variable ‘Strength’.
d. Represent all the variable categories with proper membership functions.

3. Rules Formation
Represent the rules for the input and output mapping as specified in Tab. 1.

4. Fuzzification is done using the Mamdani method [25].
5. Defuzzification is done to extract the crisp values of the output variable ‘strength’ using the

centroid method.
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Algorithm 2: DODAG Formation
Input: Aggregators with high strength (AG1,AG2, . . . .AGn)
Output: DODAG structure for the aggregators

1. Initialize the Aggregators set from the fuzzy decision ‘Strength’.
2. For all aggregators AG = {AG1,AG2,AG3 . . . .AGn}
3. Calculate the ETX metric
4. Update the energy level (EL)
5. For all nodes ∈ AG
6. Calculate Rank(AG) = Rank(parent_Ag) + Rank(inc)
7. Rank(inc) = ETX(AGi) + EL(AGi)
8. If rank(Best_AG) >= rank( Preferred_AG)
9. Then
10. Preferred_AG = Best_AG
11. End
12. End

Table 1: Aggregator selection fuzzy rules

ETX Node degree Residual power Strength

Short Min Less Not capable
Short Min Moderate Slightly capable
Short Min High Capable
Short Average Less Capable
Short Average Moderate Capable
Short Average High Highly capable
Short Max Less Slightly capable
Short Max Moderate Highly capable
Short Max High Highly capable
Medium Min Less Capable
Medium Min Moderate Highly capable
Medium Min High Highly capable
Medium Average Less Capable
Medium Average Moderate Capable
Medium Average High Capable
Medium Max Less Slightly capable
Medium Max Moderate Slightly capable
Medium Max High Slightly capable
Long Min Less Not capable
Long Min Moderate Capable
Long Min High Slightly capable
Long Average Less Not capable
Long Average Moderate Slightly capable
Long Average High Capable
Long Max Less Not capable

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
ETX Node degree Residual power Strength

Long Max Moderate Not capable
Long Max High Not capable

3.4 Fuzzy-Aggregator Specifications

Linguistic variable: Linguistic variable offers a very important role in the application of fuzzy
logic. There are three Fuzzy Variables formulated for the aggregator selection, namely the Expected
Transmission (ETX), Node Degree, and Residual Power. Linguistic Values-For all the three variables
used for aggregator, selection has the following linguistic values.

� The ETX variable is divided into 3 fuzzy sets, namely: Short, Medium, Long
� Node Degree variable is divided into 3 fuzzy sets, namely: Min, Average, Max.
� Residual Power Variable is categorized into 3 fuzzy sets, namely: Less, moderate, high.

Using Fuzzification, crisp (numeric) values are mapped into fuzzy sets and the degree of mem-
bership is established. Membership function are graphically used to represent fuzzy set where X-
axis represent universe of discourse and y- axis the degree of membership in the interval [0, 1] as
appropriate. We in this work have used Triangular function defined by a lower limit a, an upper limit
b, and a value m, where a < m < b to build fuzzy membership function which is represented in Eq. (3)

μA (x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ a
x − a
m − a

, a ≤ x ≤ m

b − x
b − m

, m ≤ x ≤ b

0, x ≥ b

(3)

Figs. 3–6 illustrates how crisp values are converted into fuzzy sets. With respect to ETX, for Short,
Medium, and Long, linguistic variables are mapped to crisp values in the range 0–30, 20–80, and 70–
100, respectively. Eq. (4) shows the membership function for ETX (Medium) linguistic variable as an
example. With respect to Node Degree, for Min, Average, Max. linguistic variables are mapped to crisp
values in the range 0–20, 15–85 and 80–100, respectively. Eq. (5) shows the membership function for
Node Degree (Medium) linguistic variable as an example.

ETX (Medium) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ 0
x
50

, 0 ≤ x ≤ 50

(100 − x) /50, 50 ≤ x ≤ 100
1, x ≥ 100

(4)

Node Degree (Average) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ 0
x
50

, 0 ≤ x ≤ 50

(100 − x) /50, 50 ≤ x ≤ 100
1, x ≥ 100

(5)
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ResidualPower (Moderate) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ 0
x

0.5
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5

(1 − x) /0.5, 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1
0, x ≥ 1

(6)

Figure 3: Fuzzy membership functions for ETX

Figure 4: Fuzzy membership functions for node degree

Figure 5: Fuzzy membership functions for residual power

With respect to Residual Power, for Less, moderate, high, linguistic variables are mapped to crisp
values in the range 0–0.5, 0.4–0.6, 0.7–1 respectively. Eq. (6) shows the membership function for
Residual Power (Moderate) linguistic variable as an example. Similarly for other linguistic variables,
membership functions are mapped.
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Figure 6: Fuzzy membership functions for strength of aggregator

Defuzzification: During this stage, linguistic values are processed into crisp values. The strength
of the aggregator node is categorized into 3 splits namely

(a) Not Capable in the range of 0 to 25.
(b) Slightly Capable in the range of 26 to 50.
(c) Capable in the range of 51 to 75.
(d) Highly Capable in the range of 75 to 100. Eq. (7) shows the membership function for strength

highly capable linguistic variable as an example.

Strength (Highly Capable) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0, x ≤ 35
(x − 35) /35, 35 ≤ x ≤ 70
(100 − x) /30, 35 ≤ x ≤ 100
0, x ≥ 100

(7)

The membership functions are illustrated in Fig. 3 for ETX and Fig. 4 for Node degree. In Fig. 5,
the fuzzy membership functions for the residual power are shown. Similarly, the membership function
representation for the output variable which is the strength of the aggregator is represented in Fig. 6.

3.5 Fuzzy Inference Rules

An algorithmic approach is brought into play in fuzzy control, which involves combining data
and rules (conditions), to control the process of selecting the aggregator. In the aggregator selection
phase, the variables like ETX, node degree, residual power are considered as input variables and
strength as output variables. Historically, rule sets were composed of two sections, the antecedent,
and the consequent. The “if” condition of the rule set is the antecedent. The “then” condition is the
consequence. The rules mapping is detailed in Tab. 1.

3.6 Aggregator Ratio

To avoid redundancy, the aggregator node performs data aggregation for the data received from
its member nodes. By performing aggregation, the size of data that must be transmitted gets reduced,
which in turn reduces the transmission energy required. Balance must be maintained in the aggregation
ratio of the received data; else, it leads to the loss of useful information. The proposed FA-ERPL has
chosen a fifteen percent aggregation ratio on account of its simplicity. The estimated aggregate data
packet size is given by Eq. (8).

Lagg (DP)= Lrec (DP)+ (Lrec (DP ∗ AGGratio ∗ N)) (8)

where, Lagg(DP) = span of aggregated packet
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Lrec(DP) = length of the data packet received from the member sensor nodes

AGGratio = aggregation ratio

4 Simulation Setup

Fuzzy Aggregator Energy Efficient RPL (FA-ERPL) is implemented using MATLAB 2021.
Sensor nodes are scattered along an area of approximately 100 m ∗ 100 m. Batteries have an initial
capacity of 1 J. To ensure the scalability of the protocol, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 nodes are taken into
account for the simulation. Parameters for simulation are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Network simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Network size 100 m∗ 100 m
Number of nodes 50, 100, 150, 200, 250
Packet size 4000 bits
Initial energy 1 J
Eele 50nJbit-1
efs 10pJbit-1
Eagg 50nJbit-1

5 Results and Discussions

The performance of FA-ERPL has been evaluated against Energy Efficient RPL without Fuzzy
Logic based on metrics which are First Node Die (FND), Half of the Node Die (HND), Total Residual
Energy (TRE), and Standard Deviation of Energy Consumption (SD) among the aggregators These
are discussed below.

5.1 Life Time of Network

For network lifetime estimation, two important criteria need to be related to node death. They are
the first node die (FND) and half node die (HND). For network lifetime estimation, the FND quality
factor is more important. The proposed FA-ERPL is compared with E-RPL in terms of network
lifetime. To ensure the scalability of the nodes, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 nodes are taken for simulation.
The lifetime of the network is judged by the number of successful rounds covered before FND. From
Fig. 7, it is understood that the number of rounds taken for complete communication before the death
of the first aggregator is 480 for the 50 nodes setup scenario. Initially, for 50 nodes, FND is near 480
for both protocols. But when the number of nodes increases, the rounds also increase for FA-RPL as
compared to E-RPL. The reason for the number of rounds increase for FA-ERPL is that the strength
of aggregator selection is based on fuzzy-based rules which take parameters like Energy, Node Degree,
and ETX. These fuzzy-based rules decide the strength of the aggregator for selection which is based on
different intermediate values rather than two-state logic. So, the number of rounds taken by aggregator
selected based on fuzzy based rules for FA-RPL is more for the same number of nodes as compared
to E-RPL.
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Figure 7: Number of rounds completed before FND

5.2 Half of Node Die

The metric of half of the nodes die (HND) is based on the time interval between the death of the
first aggregator node and half of the aggregator nodes die. The time here is represented as the number
of successful communication rounds. When compared to the proposed FA-ERPL with E-RPL, the
lifetime of the network withstands more in the proposed work. This is because in the proposed FA-
RPL the nodes first communicate with the aggregator which is selected using a fuzzy inference system.
The role of the aggregator is to reduce the load in the network which in turn increases the number of
completed rounds before HND. The reason behind the HND is that if most of the aggregators fail
due to overload, then the entire network is not ready to complete the further communication of data
packets. Fig. 8 shows that for the 50 nodes setup, the number of rounds completed is 600 in E-RPL
and 623 in FA-ERPL. Since the nodes are distributed randomly, for a 100 case scenario the number of
rounds completed before HND in E-RPL is 520 and for FA-ERPL is 545. The increase in the number
of rounds specifies that the proposed FA-ERPL increases the lifetime of aggregator nodes. The reason
being the selection of aggregator is not based on probabilistic percentage values but based on fuzzy
inference system. These fuzzy inference rules decide on the aggregator selection based on strength
which got a lot of intermediate values between Capable and Not Capable in making a decision for
communication and ultimately result in increased rounds of communication before half node Die as
compared to E-RPL.
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Figure 8: Number of rounds completed before HND
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5.3 Average Energy Consumption

The average energy consumption of the entire network is depicted in Fig. 9. To ensure the
scalability of the proposed work, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 nodes are taken for simulation. For each
node, 1 joule energy is taken initially. Approximately, 0.056 joules are consumed by 100 nodes set up
for one round in E-RPL whereas it is 0.049 joule in FA-RPL. When taken for 250 nodes setup, it
is doubled i.e., 0.20-joule consumption in E-RPL whereas 0.13 joule in FA-ERPL. The reason for
reduced energy consumption in FA-ERPL as compared to E-RPL is based on the strength of the
aggregator selected for each region where fuzzy inference rules are formed by taking input values like
ETX, Energy, and Node degree. These fuzzy-based rules decide the strength of the aggregator for
selection which is based on different intermediate values rather than two-state logic. This has resulted
in reduced energy consumption in FA-RPL as compared to E-RPL.

Figure 9: Energy consumption

5.4 Deviation in Energy Consumption by Aggregators

It is also important to evaluate the impact of load distribution on network connectivity. If an
aggregator dies due to a heavy workload, it will make the network unreachable. Load distribution
is reflected based on the standard deviation of energy consumption. For 250 nodes set up, there
are 16 aggregators chosen. These aggregators are selected based on Fuzzy based mechanism. The
deviation of energy consumption among all the aggregators is depicted in Fig. 10. It is observed from
the deviation that an average of 20% deviation is there in FA-ERPL when compared with the protocol
without fuzzy. The energy consumption by each aggregator for the entire communication process is
calculated. To ensure the balance in the energy consumption among the aggregators, the deviation of
each aggregator’s energy from the total energy consumption is done. It is observed from the energy
deviation, FA-ERPL consumes an average of 20% deviation which is less when compared to the non-
fuzzy aggregator approach.
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Figure 10: Aggregator’s load deviation

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The modern evolution of IoT makes it easier to communicate in the forest region for better
sustainability and biological balance. Since smart forests manage their forests using sensor nodes
and wireless communication, there is more energy that is required for remote monitoring. Since
the nodes are battery-operated, there is potential for energy constraints. There has been work done
where Energy Efficient and Aggregation based routing has been developed for IoT-based systems
in Forest environments. There were some challenges pertaining to the performance of the routing in
terms of scalability, energy consumption. So, we here have proposed FA-ERPL which is Fuzzy based
Aggregator Selection in Energy-based RPL routing. The aggregator is selected using a fuzzy inference
system for each region which receives data from each node, aggregates it, and then transmits it to
the Fog/Edge Node thereby saving energy and improving the scalability. FA-ERPL is compared with
E-RPL in terms of FND, HND, energy consumption, and deviation of aggregator’s energy. The use
of Fuzzy logic in the aggregator selection process has improved the performance in comparison with
E-RPL. The stability period along with FND, HND, and the rate of emergence of new aggregators
has been greatly increased. The entire system was validated for increasing number of nodes from 50
to 250 nodes network which shows enhanced performance. This is a clear indication that the same
methodology would have even better enhancement with a greater number of nodes say 500 or 1000
node set up. In the future, there is also a need to bring a fuzzy-based approach with optimization for
the Fog/Edge node localization for efficient routing. Also, with the advent of mobile IoT applications,
there is a need to modify the proposed FA-ERPL for better efficiency. Fuzzy with Neural Model can
be incorporated with real time historical data for aggregator selection which can give more better
intelligence and performance. Lastly the system can deployed in real time forest environment scenario
as test bed for validating the network performance.
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